Suzuki sv650s

The Suzuki SV and variants are street motorcycles manufactured since for the international
market by the Suzuki Motor Corporation , featuring a mid-sized V-twin engine and medium
performance components. In , the Gladius name was discontinued and the model was reverted
to SV Suzuki introduced the SV in as a budget entry in the emerging naked bike market and
featured both naked and fully faired versions. The combination of light weight, rigid chassis,
strong handling, and the V-twin's strong mid-range torque appealed to beginner and
experienced riders alike. The SV was marketed as a bigger alternative to the second generation
SV The SV immediately became popular, but American buyers wanted the sportier 'S' version
that featured lower handlebars, higher foot pegs and a bikini fairing and windscreen, available
only in the European and Canadian markets. American magazines ran articles describing how to
import it into the United States. The SV with its relatively low purchase price and excellent
handling characteristics became popular with racers which prompted a rebirth of the
"lightweight twins" racing classes across North America and the SV began outselling the
Suzuki GS , Honda NT and Kawasaki Ninja R , which previously populated the class. The SVs
also supported some first generation parts like the rearsets and radiator. The different subframe
has year-specific parts, such as the rider seat, plastic frame covers, exhaust hanger brackets
and passenger pegs. This made flat footing easier for shorter riders. For , both SV and SVS
added dual spark plugs per cylinder, and an exhaust gas oxygen sensor on California models
for reduced emissions. An anti-lock braking system ABS was also added as an option. It meets
Euro 4 emission regulations. It has a new, slim, steel frame. Seat height is mm Fuel tank
capacity is It has twin front disc brakes, and new 39mm slimmer and lighter throttle bodies.
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Freewind. DL V-Strom DR-Z L. RGV Gamma. Suzuki riders struck motorcycling gold when the
first SV debuted in Since then, this iconic motorcycle has seen continual improvements while
still embodying the sporty personality that only a lively, mid-sized V-twin roadster can deliver.
The SV has a polished powerplant that provides surprising performance with low emissions and
outstanding fuel economy, mounted in a trim and lightweight chassis that delivers a sporty,
exciting ride. The SV continues to deliver the sparkling performance, style, and value that a
broad range of riders will enjoy. Presenting the newest member of the SV family, the SV It
comes with the latest Suzuki innovations and will set the bar even higher for V-Twin fun. The
V-Twin engine is a marvel of engineering with superb versatility. SV sets the bar higher for
V-Twin fun and performance, loaded with capabilities and personality, your commutes or
weekend blasts will be unforgettable. Get a grip on a whole new standard. Striking looks. Our
standards deliver easy ergonomics, modern style, and metro muscle in dynamite packages.
Whatever type of riding you prefer, our standards can handle it. After Superpole, which saw
both riders qualify on [â€¦]. It proved a difficult opening day in Argentina for the Yamaha
WorldSBK riders, who had to contend with racing on a track with little to no grip as a result of a
fine layer of [â€¦]. News Ticker. About Michael Le Pard Articles. Owner and Founder of Total
Motorcycle. Supporting over Motorcyclists and Motorcycling for 21 great years. Total
Motorcycle is my pride and joy and being able to reach out million people has been incredible
but I could not have done it without the support of my visitors, readers and members, thank you
so much! You are making a difference to millions of riders worldwide. Thank you. The muffler
and its brushed stainless steel cover are positioned to permit ample lean angles when
cornering. Dual four-piston Tokico brake calipers up front grasp a pair of mm fully floating

stainless steel rotors for great stopping performance. Liquid-cooled, cc, four-stroke, DOHC,
degree, L-twin engine has perfect primary balance so it smoothly pulls with authority from idle
up to the 10, rpm redline. The energy-efficient engine has unique pistons that were engineered
with the use of Finite Element Method FEM analysis to achieve optimal rigidity and weight. Each
piston skirt has a special resin coating, and the other sliding parts are tinned for less friction
and greater durability â€” a first for a Suzuki motorcycle. The secondary throttle valves are
controlled by servo motor for smooth power delivery and optimum combustion efficiency.
Ten-hole, long-nose-type fuel injectors on each throttle body improve fuel atomization for better
combustion efficiency while reducing fuel consumption. The EFI system employs O2 feedback
and a precise intake pressure sensor for optimum combustion efficiency in various conditions
and reduces emissions to an incredibly low level. The system is compact and lightweight. The
Engine Control Module ECM provides state-of-the-art engine management and has enhanced
settings to suit the intake and exhaust systems, resulting in better fuel economy and linear
throttle response. Advanced, transistorized ignition control programming helps maintain more
precise spark timing to the four iridium, long-life spark plugs. The air cleaner case design has
high capacity and routes crankcase breather gas from the engine cover to help increase engine
power. The air intake funnels have staggered lengths to heighten mid-range torque. The exhaust
system has a clean, functional appearance and lower weight. The 2-into-1 system has a
catalyzer to further reduce emissions. The location of the muffler and its brushed stainless steel
cover allow ample lean angles when cornering. The high-efficiency radiator employs a large
cooling fan for exceptional cooling capacity. To further control temperature, the engine is also
fitted with a coolant-cooled oil cooler that is compact and lightweight. The close-ratio, six-speed
transmission features carefully selected ratios that are equally well-suited for commuting or
spirited riding. The multiplate clutch has precise push rod actuation of the pressure plate for a
light pull and consistent release point. A bright, durable LED combination tail and brake light,
plus front and rear amber-tinted turn signals, illuminate the riding route. Attention to rider
comfort and confidence includes a carefully shaped seat with a high-grip cover and integrated
cargo retention loops that can pull out from under the seat. The styling was conceived to
express slim, lightweight design and to showcase the strength of V-twin engine. The clean,
neatly shaped body lines are aimed to be appealing to a wide range of riders. The seat height is
just mm The frame is mated to a steel beam-type swingarm with a straightforward chain tension
adjuster system. The 41mm conventional-style front fork has a generous mm 4. Link-type rear
shock unit has a 63mm 2. The front brakes feature a pair of fully floating mm discs that are
grasped by four-piston Tokico calipers for excellent braking performance. Five-spoke, cast
aluminum alloy wheels are shod with lightweight, front and rear Dunlop radial tires for sharp
handling and good mileage. The compact and lightweight instrument panel is a full LCD display,
eliminating motor and needle mechanics. Well-proportioned, tubular handlebars and mid-set
foot controls create a sporting, yet ergonomically relaxed riding position. A variety of Genuine
Suzuki Accessories for SV owners are available, including a large selection of Suzuki logo
apparel. Bore x Stroke. Compression Ratio. Fuel System. Final Drive. Suspension Rear. Brakes
Front. Brakes Rear. Tires Front. Tires Rear. Fuel Tank Capacity. Tail Light. Overall Width. Overall
Height. Ground Clearance. Seat Height. Curb Weight. Suzuki riders struck motorcycling gold
when the first SV debuted in Since then, this iconic motorcycle has seen continual
improvements while still embodying the sporty personality that only a lively, mid-sized V-twin
roadster can deliver. The SV has a polished powerplant that provides surprising performance
with low emissions and outstanding fuel economy, mounted in a trim and lightweight chassis
that delivers a sporty, exciting ride. Recently, the SV's muffler was repositioned to further
increase the lean angle when cornering, along with a pair of four-piston Tokico brake calipers
that were added up front for excellent stopping power. The SV continues to deliver the sparkling
performance, style, and value that a broad range of riders will enjoy. The slim, silver bodywork
is aesthetically pleasing while aiding comfort and maneuverability. The muffler and its brushed
stainless steel cover are positioned to permit ample lean angles when cornering. Dual
four-piston Tokico brake calipers up front grasp a pair of mm fully floating stainless steel rotors
for great stopping performance. Liquid-cooled, cc, four-stroke, DOHC, degree, L-twin engine
has perfect primary balance so it smoothly pulls with authority from idle up to the 10, rpm
redline. The energy-efficient engine has unique pistons that were engineered with the use of
Finite Element Method FEM analysis to achieve optimal rigidity and weight. Each piston skirt
has a special resin coating, and the other sliding parts are tinned for less friction and greater
durability â€” a first for a Suzuki motorcycle. The secondary throttle valves are controlled by
servo motor for smooth power delivery and optimum combustion efficiency. Ten-hole,
long-nose-type fuel injectors on each throttle body improve fuel atomization for better
combustion efficiency while reducing fuel consumption. The EFI system employs O2 feedback

and a precise intake pressure sensor for optimum combustion efficiency in various conditions
and reduces emissions to an incredibly low level. The system is compact and lightweight. The
Engine Control Module ECM provides state-of-the-art engine management and has enhanced
settings to suit the intake and exhaust systems, resulting in better fuel economy and linear
throttle response. Advanced, transistorized ignition control programming helps maintain more
precise spark timing to the four iridium, long-life spark plugs. The air cleaner case design has
high capacity and routes crankcase breather gas from the engine cover to help increase engine
power. The air intake funnels have staggered lengths to heighten mid-range torque. The exhaust
system has a clean, functional appearance and lower weight. The 2-into-1 system has a
catalyzer to further reduce emissions. The location of the muffler and its brushed stainless steel
cover allow ample lean angles when cornering. The high-efficiency radiator employs a large
cooling fan for exceptional cooling capacity. To further control temperature, the engine is also
fitted with a coolant-cooled oil cooler that is compact and lightweight. The close-ratio, six-speed
transmission features carefully selected ratios that are equally well-suited for commuting or
spirited riding. The multiplate clutch has precise push rod actuation of the pressure plate for a
light pull and consistent release point. The ready-to-ride weight of the SV is just pounds. The
seat height is just mm The slim fuel tank and seat joint aid the rider in touching the ground
better at stops. The frame is mated to a steel beam-type swingarm with a straightforward chain
tension adjuster system. The 41mm conventional-style front fork has a generous mm 4.
Link-type rear shock unit has a 63mm 2. The front brakes feature a pair of fully floating mm
discs that are grasped by four-piston Tokico calipers for excellent braking performance.
Five-spoke, cast aluminum alloy wheels are shod with lightweight, front and rear Dunlop radial
tires for sharp handling and good mileage. The compact and lightweight instrument panel is a
full LCD display, eliminating motor and needle mechanics. Well-proportioned, tubular
handlebars and mid-set foot controls create a sporting, yet ergonomically relaxed riding
position. A bright, durable LED combination tail and brake light, plus front and rear amber-tinted
turn signals, illuminate the riding route. Attention to rider comfort and confidence includes a
carefully shaped seat with a high-grip cover and integrated cargo retention loops that can pull
out from under the seat. The styling was conceived to express slim, lightweight design and to
showcase the strength of V-twin engine. The clean, neatly shaped body lines are aimed to be
appealing to a wide range of riders. A variety of Genuine Suzuki Accessories for SV owners are
available, including a large selection of Suzuki logo apparel. You are now leaving Suzuki Motor
of America, Inc. You can also visit your local Suzuki dealer for more financing options. Suzuki
Motor of America, Inc. Here are dealers near " " Select Your Dealer. Suzuki motorcycle and ATV
dealers are independently owned and operated businesses. In the event that the selected dealer
is unable to respond to your inquiry, your contact information may be forwarded to the next
closest operating Suzuki dealer. Recently, the SV's muffler was repositioned to further increase
the lean angle when cornering, along with a pair of four-piston Tokico brake Find a Dealer.
There was an error loading these images. Key Features. Engine Features. Chassis Features.
Additional Features. Compression Ratio Overall Width mm Overall Height mm Wheelbase mm
Ground Clearance mm 5. Seat Height mm Curb Weight kg Warranty month unlimited mileage
limited warranty Extension Longer coverage periods with other benefits available through
Suzuki Extended Protection SEP. Thank you for visiting our website. Please visit again soon.
Estimated Payment. No dealers within range! Back You Have Selected:. First Name. Last Name.
Email Address. Zip Code. Subscribe to our Newsletter. Proceed Cancel. Suzuki riders struck
motorcycling gold when the first SV debuted in Since then, this iconic motorcycle has seen
continual improvements while still embodying the sporty personality that only a lively,
mid-sized V-twin roadster can deliver. The SV ABS has a polished powerplant that provides
surprising performance with low emissions and outstanding fuel economy, mounted in a trim
and lightweight chassis that delivers a sporty, exciting ride. The SV ABS continues to deliver
the sparkling performance, style, and value that a broad range of riders will enjoy. The trim,
black bodywork is aesthetically pleasing while aiding comfort and maneuverability. The muffler
and its brushed stainless steel cover are positioned to permit ample lean angles when
cornering. Dual four-piston Tokico brake calipers up front grasp a pair of mm fully floating
stainless steel rotors for great stopping performance. Liquid-cooled, cc, four-stroke, DOHC,
degree, L-twin engine has perfect primary balance so it smoothly pulls with authority from idle
up to the 10, rpm redline. ABS cannot prevent wheel skidding caused by braking while
cornering. Please ride carefully and do not overly rely on ABS. The energy-efficient engine has
unique pistons that were engineered with the use of Finite Element Method FEM analysis to
achieve optimal rigidity and weight. Each piston skirt has a special resin coating, and the other
sliding parts are tinned for less friction and greater durability â€” a first for a Suzuki motorcycle.
The secondary throttle valves are controlled by servo motor for smooth power delivery and

optimum combustion efficiency. Ten-hole, long-nose-type fuel injectors on each throttle body
improve fuel atomization for better combustion efficiency and while reducing fuel consumption.
The EFI system employs O2 feedback and a precise intake pressure sensor for optimum
combustion efficiency in various conditions and reduces emissions to an incredibly low level.
The system is compact and lightweight. The Engine Control Module ECM provides
state-of-the-art engine management and has enhanced settings to suit the intake and exhaust
systems, resulting in better fuel economy and linear throttle response. Advanced, transistorized
ignition control programming helps maintain more precise spark timing to the four iridium,
long-life spark plugs. The air cleaner case design has high capacity and routes crankcase
breather gas from the engine cover to help increase engine power. The air intake funnels have
staggered lengths to heighten mid-range torque. The exhaust system has a clean, functional
appearance and lower weight. The 2-into-1 system has a catalyzer to further reduce emissions.
The location of the muffler and its brushed stainless steel cover allow ample lean angles when
cornering. The high-efficiency radiator employs a large cooling fan for exceptional cooling
capacity. To further control temperature, the engine is also fitted with a coolant-cooled oil
cooler that is compact and lightweight. The close-ratio, six-speed transmission features
carefully selected ratios that are equally well-suited for commuting or spirited riding. The
multi-plate clutch has precise push rod actuation of the pressure plate for a light pull and
consistent release point. The seat height is just mm The slim fuel tank and seat joint aid the
rider in touching the ground better at stops. The frame is mated to a steel, beam-type swingarm
with a straightforward chain tension adjuster system. The 41mm conventional-style front fork
has a generous mm 4. Link-type rear shock unit has a 63mm 2. The front brakes feature a pair of
fully floating mm discs that are grasped by four-piston Tokico calipers for excellent braking
performance. Five-spoke, cast aluminum alloy wheels are shod with lightweight, front and rear
Dunlop radial tires for sharp handling and good mileage. The compact and lightweight
instrument panel is a full LCD display, eliminating motor and needle mechanics.
Well-proportioned, tubular handlebars and mid-set foot controls create a sporting, yet
ergonomically relaxed riding position. A bright, durable LED combination tail and brake light,
plus front and rear amber-tinted turn signals, illuminate the riding route. Attention to rider
comfort and confidence includes a carefully shaped seat with a high-grip cover and integrated
cargo retention loops that can pull out from under the seat. The styling was conceived to
express slim, lightweight design and to showcase the strength of V-twin engine. The clean,
neatly shaped body lines are aimed to be appealing to a wide range of riders. A variety of
Genuine Suzuki Accessories for SV owners are available, including a large selection of Suzuki
logo apparel. You are now leaving Suzuki Motor of America, Inc. You can also visit your local
Suzuki dealer for more financing options. Suzuki Motor of America, Inc. Here are dealers near "
" Select Your Dealer.
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Suzuki motorcycle and ATV dealers are independently owned and operated businesses. In the
event that the selected dealer is unable to respond to your inquiry, your contact information
may be forwarded to the next closest operating Suzuki dealer. Recently, the SV ABS's muffler
was repositioned to further increase the lean angle when cornering, along with a pair of
four-piston, Find a Dealer. There was an error loading these images. Key Features. Engine
Features. Chassis Features. Additional Features. Compression Ratio Overall Width mm Overall
Height mm Wheelbase mm Ground Clearance mm 5. Seat Height mm Curb Weight kg Warranty
month unlimited mileage limited warranty Extension Longer coverage periods with other
benefits available through Suzuki Extended Protection SEP. Thank you for visiting our website.
Please visit again soon. Estimated Payment. No dealers within range! Back You Have Selected:.
First Name. Last Name. Email Address. Zip Code. Subscribe to our Newsletter. Proceed Cancel.

